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AGREEMENT made and entered into this 23rd day of June, 2009 
by and between the Board of Education of the Deer Park Union 
Free School District, Town of Babylon, New York (hereafter 
referred to as the "Board") and the Deer Park Unit of the Civil 
Service Employees Association (hereafter referred to as the 
C.S.E.A.). 
W I T N E S S E T H 
ARTICLE I 
RECOGNITION 
Section 1 -- The Board recognizes the Deer Park Unit of the 
Suffolk Educational Local 870 C.S.E.A., INC. as the sole and 
exclusive representative of all Non—Teaching Employees of Deer 
Park Union Free School District, Town of Babylon excluding the 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, Assistant Business 
Manager, School Lunch Director, School Medical Examiner, 
Transportation Supervisor, Security Personnel, Central Stores 
Manager and the Data Processing Manager. This recognition shall 
continue for the maximum period permissible under Section 208(c) 
of Taylor Law. 
Section 2 -- The Board shall deduct from the wages of employees 
and remit to C.S.E.A., regular membership dues for those 
employees who sign authorizations permitting such payroll 
deductions. An employee may revoke his dues deduction 
authorization by submitting, in writing, to the Business Office 
at least five (5) days prior to the last payroll on which 
revocation is to become effective. Dues to be remitted to the 
Civil Service Employees Association, 143 Washington Avenue, 
Albany, New York 12210. 
Section 3 -- The parties recognize that strikes and other forms 
of work stoppages by school district employees are contrary to 
law and public policy. The C.S.E.A. and the Board subscribe to 
the principle that difference shall be resolved by peaceful and 
approved means without interruption of the school program. The 
C.S.E.A. therefore agrees that there shall be no strikes, work 
stoppage, or other concerted refusal to perform work by 
employees covered by this agreement, or any instigation thereof 
by the C.S.E.A. or its agents or its representatives. 
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Section 4 — The C.S.E.A. agrees that should the secretaries 
employed by the Superintendent and the secretary employed by the 
Business Manager desire to be excluded from the C.S.E.A. Unit, 
upon written notification to C.S.E.A., they shall thereupon be 
deemed confidential employees and shall not be part of the unit 
for which the C.S.E.A. has collective bargaining rights. 
ARTICLE II 
COMPENSATION 
Section 1 — Effective July 1, 2009 
Each eligible employee shall move up one step on the salary 
schedule. Each step of the 2008-09 salary schedule shall be 
increased by 3%. The hourly rate for part-time transportation 
employees shall be increased by 3%. 
Section 2 — Effective July 1, 2010 
Each eligible employee shall move up one step on the salary 
schedule. Each step of the 2009-10 salary schedule shall be 
increased by 3%. The hourly rate for part-time transportation 
employees shall be increased by 3%. 
Section 3 — Effective July 1, 2011 
Each eligible employee shall move up one step on the salary 
schedule. Each step of the 2010-11 salary schedule shall be 
increased by 3%. The hourly rate of part-time transportation 
employees shall be increased by 3%. 
Section 4 - Effective July 1, 2012 
Each eligible employee shall move up one step on the salary 
schedule. Each step of the 2011-12 salary schedule shall be 
increased by 3%. The hourly rate of part-time transportation 
employees shall be increased by 3%. 
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Section 5 — All overtime work must be approved by the 
Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds, Director of 
Transportation, or Designee. After such prior approval, 
employees who work overtime shall be compensated for all hours 
worked in excess of 8 hours a day and 40 hours per week, at the 
rate of 1 1/2 times the regular hourly rate. The hourly rate 
will be determined by dividing the annual salary by 2080. 
Overtime work by the Clerical Staff must have prior approval 
from the Superintendent or designee. 
After such prior approval, employees who work overtime shall be 
compensated for all time worked in excess of 7 hours a day and 
35 hours per week at the rate of 1 1/2 times the regular hourly 
rate. 
At the employees option, Clerical and Nursing Staff Employees 
may take credit for overtime work either in compensation or 
equivalent time off at the same ratio. If the option for time 
off is taken, it shall be at a time fixed by the Superintendent. 
The clerical hourly rate will be determined by dividing the 
annual salary by 1820. 
Section 6 — All full time employees with ten years continuous 
employment shall receive a longevity payment of $750 spread into 
their salary schedule; employees with 15 years continuous 
employment shall receive an additional $750 spread into their 
salary schedule; employees with 20 years continuous employment 
shall receive an additional $500 spread into their salary 
schedule. 
Section 7 -- All maintenance, custodial and groundsmen employees 
shall be required to report for work on a snow day when school 
is closed, and shall receive their normal pay plus an additional 
one day's pay. Consistent with documented health requirements 
of employees, the District may require the shoveling of snow. 
Employees who fail to report for work, without obtaining prior 
approval from designated District personnel, may be docked a 
day1s pay. 
Section 8 -- When promoting an employee, he/she will be placed 
on that step of the new classification which will provide a 
minimum of a $1,200.00 increase, but in no event shall an 
employee be placed on a step higher than the one he/she is 
currently on. 
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The employee who has been temporarily assigned with the written 
approval of the Superintendent to work in a higher paid job 
title/or position for more than 30 days shall be paid in the 
higher salary of that title/or position for any further work 
done in that title/or position. 
Section 9 — Part—time bus drivers who receive extra driving 
will be compensated at their regular hourly wage with overtime 
at time—and—one—half as required by law. In addition, they 
shall receive time—and—one—half for extra driving required to be 
performed on weekends and holidays. 
Section 10 — Employees required to work on Sunday shall be paid 
double time unless Sunday is part of the employee's regular 
workweek. Where Sunday is part of the employee's regular 
workweek, the employee's second off day will be treated as 
Sunday for payroll purposes. 
Section 11 -- Any employee who is called in to work on a day off 
will be given a minimum of 2 hours call-in pay. 
ARTICLE III 
VACATIONS 
Section la -- Vacations for twelve month employees hired prior 
to July 1, 1993: 
(a) One year of service, or less, completed as of June 30 — 
one day for each month of service not to exceed ten days. 
(b) One year of service through four years of service — ten 
days. 
(c) From the start of the fifth year, through the completion 
of seven years of service — fifteen days. 
(d) From the start of the eighth year of service, through the 
completion of the tenth year of service — 20 days. 
(e) From the start of eleven years of service, and more years 
of service — one additional day for each additional year 
of service, not to exceed, in any event, a maximum of 25 
total vacation days. 
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Section lb -- Vacations for twelve month employees hired after 
June 30, 1993 shall be: 
(a) One year of service or less completed as of June 30 -- one 
day for each month of service not to exceed 10 days. 
(b) One year of service through five years of service -- 10 
days. 
(c) From the start of the sixth year through the completion of 
10 years of service -- 15 days. 
(d) 10 years and more service -- one additional day per year to 
a maximum of 20 days. 
Section 2 -- Vacation requests must be submitted in writing no 
later than April 1st. A response will be given by April 15th. 
Section 3 -- All vacation time shall be based upon the fiscal 
year July 1 through June 30. All vacation time shall be pro-
rated. Ten month employees shall have their vacation pro—rated 
on a 10/12 formula, and on the basis of daily hours of service. 
Section 4 -- If an employee resigns, he shall not receive unused 
vacation credits unless he gives at least 30 days notice, in 
writing, of his intention to resign. Employees who are 
terminated for cause (not including lay—off or elimination of 
position) shall not receive unused vacation time. 
Section 5 -- In the case of ten month employees (annual 
salaried), if the school calendar provides more days off than an 
employee is entitled to, said employee shall provide additional 
services to the District, when requested. In the event that the 
school calendar does not provide adequate time off, the District 
will either provide additional compensation or additional time 
off. The operational needs of the District will determine such 
arrangements and the decision of the Superintendent will be 
final. 
Section 6 — Contract full—time employee transferring from one 
department to another shall receive credit for prior full—time 
service in determining vacation time credit. 
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Section 7 — Vacation days accumulated as of June 30, 2007 shall 
be paid for at the time of retirement at the employee's salary 
rate in effect as of the 2006-2007 school year. 
Section 8 - Vacation days accumulated after June 30, 2007 shall 
be changed to sick days at the end of each school year and shall 
be added to the employee's sick leave accumulation. Such days 
shall be treated in accordance with the applicable provisions of 
this contract concerning sick leave. 
ARTICLE IV 
HOLIDAYS 
Section 1 -- The following fifteen (15) days or their 
equivalent, shall be holidays for all full—time 12—month 
employees, plus an additional holiday to be set on a day when 
schools are closed. 
New Year's Eve Labor Day 
New Year's Day Columbus Day 
Martin L. King's Birthday Veterans Day 
Washington's Birthday Thanksgiving Day 
Friday after Thanksgiving Good Friday 
Lincoln's Birthday Memorial Day 
Christmas Eve Independence Day 
Christmas Day 
Section 2 -- The above holidays shall be celebrated on those 
dates fixed by the Superintendent when the School Calendar is 
adopted for the school year 2008-2009, for the school year 
2009-2010, for the school year 2010-2011, and for the school 
year 2011-2012. 
Section 3 -- When a holiday falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, 
compensatory time off therefore on a straight time basis, shall 
be granted to all employees on dates fixed by the 
Superintendent. 
Section 4 — School nurses shall work the same school calendar 
as all members of the teaching staff. The workday shall be from 
teacher sign-in time to teacher sign-out time. School nurses may 
be required to work up to nine (9) days at any time during the 
summer without additional compensation, but shall be provided 
three weeks' notice as to the days that they will be needed. 
School nurses employed in summer school shall be paid at their 
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regular rate of pay. School nurses shall be paid time and a half 
for other summer work beyond the nine (9) days and outside of 
summer school. 
ARTICLE V 
INSURANCE 
Section la -- Employees (12-month and 10-month annual salaried 
employees) are eligible to enroll in the Empire/HIP Plan, 
provided that such employee shall pay 15% of the premium for 
individual or family coverage, whichever is applicable to the 
employee. Any employee contribution may be made through a 125 
Plan administered by the District. 
The District, with the approval of the Association, may 
substitute a different health plan provided that the new plan is 
equal to or better than the existing plan. 
If there is disagreement between the parties as to whether such 
new plan is equal to or better than the existing plan, the 
matter shall be submitted to expedited binding arbitration. If 
the School District realizes savings from such change, the 
dollar amount contributed by employees shall be reduced in a 
proportionate amount. 
Section lb -- Effective July 1, 2008, each employee shall pay 
20% of the applicable premium. 
Section lc -- If an employee who is covered by another medical 
insurance plan, voluntarily gives up School District coverage 
for one full year, such employee will be paid 15% of the savings 
realized by the School District. Payment will be made by 
separate check at the completion of each year that the employee 
forgoes coverage. The same percentage shall be applied to a 
change from family coverage to individual coverage provided that 
the employee has been in the family plan a minimum of one year. 
Employees will be allowed to reenter at any time after 
satisfying any necessary waiting period. 
Section 2 — Eligible employees may select the HIP—HMO Program 
but the District's contribution shall be limited to a 
contribution calculated on averaging the Board contribution for 
the Empire Plan. 
Section 3 — For the school years 2009-10, the District will 
spend a maximum of $909.84 per eligible employee, for the 
purpose of providing dental and optical benefits. In 2010-11 
the District's contribution shall be no more than $1035.12 per 
employee. In 2011-12 the District's contribution shall be no 
more than $1080.36 per eligible employee. In 2012-2013 the 
District's contribution shall be no more than $1123.14 per 
eligible employee. 
ARTICLE VI 
PERSONAL DAYS 
Section 1 — Each twelve (12) month employee shall be granted a 
total of two (2) "personal" days per year. Each ten (10) month 
(annual salaried) employee will also be granted a total to two 
(2) "personal" days per year. 
Section 2 — Personal days will be granted automatically; no 
reasons will be required unless taken immediately before or 
after vacation, holiday or weekend. The District requires that 
each employee taking a "personal" day, request permission to do 
so, in writing, at least three days in advance. Employees 
facing unusual emergency situations may request prompt approval 
from the Superintendent. Except in an emergency, personal days 
may not be used to extend vacations, holidays or weekends. An 
employee must notify the School District as to the nature of any 
emergency. 
Section 3 — Unused "personal" days will be accrued to sick 
leave accumulation. 
Section 4 — Employees hired after June 30, 1995 shall be 
permitted to use two sick days each year for personal business 
in accordance with this Article. No additional days shall be 
provided for personal business. 
ARTICLE VII 
SICK LEAVE 
Section 1 -- Twelve—month employees will be eligible for twelve 
(12) annual salaried days paid sick leave per year. Ten—month 
annual salaried employees will be eligible for ten (10) days 
paid sick leave per year. This leave is pro—rated in cases of 
employees who have served less than one full year. During the 
period of the leave of absence, no employee may be employed 
elsewhere during the normal working hours of employment with the 
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School District. A medical certificate, signed by a licensed 
physician, may be required by the Superintendent, or designee, 
for any absence of three or more days. In the event the 
Superintendent, or designee, desires a medical certificate, 
signed by a licensed physician, for an absence of less than 
three days, the medical examination required for such 
certificate shall be done by the District physician or at the 
District's expense, during working hours, at the District 
option. The District reserves the right to verify absences due 
to illness. Employees who must be absent because of personal 
illness, injury or other cause must notify their immediate 
supervisor as soon as possible. 
Section 2a — SICK LEAVE ACCUMULATION FOR PURPOSES OF ILLNESS OR 
DISABILITY. 
Employees may accumulate sick leave with no limit set on such 
accumulation. Vacation days and/or personal days may be used as 
sick days if the employee has exhausted accumulated sick days. 
Section 2b — SICK LEAVE ACCUMULATION FOR PURPOSES OF RETIREMENT 
PAYMENT. 
Effective July 1, 1986, an employee may accumulate sick leave up 
to a limit of one hundred and eighty (180) days. Those 
employees who on that date have accumulated more than one 
hundred and eighty (180) days will not lose such additional days 
but may not accumulate any more additional days. 
Section 3a -- Employees who are eligible for, and who so elect 
to take their retirement, shall receive payment of their unused 
accumulated sick leave providing they submit to the 
Superintendent their resignation for the purpose of retirement 
by February 1st of the school year preceding to the school year 
in which they are going to retire. The notification must be in 
writing and the date acceptable to the Superintendent. 
Exceptions to this provision can be made by the Board of 
Education when it deems such action in the best interest of the 
District. Retirees who are eligible for such unused accumulated 
sick leave payment shall have the option to receive the payment 
in a lump sum or remain on the payroll until the sick time is 
exhausted. Those employees who so elect to remain on the 
payroll until sick time is exhausted do not continue to accrue 
any benefits, and shall not be paid any more than the value of 
the accumulated sick leave as calculated hereunder. 
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Section 3b — Any employee hired between July 1, 1986 and June 
30, 1993 must submit his/her resignation for the purpose of 
retirement by February 1st of the school year prior to the 
school year in which they are going to retire, to be eligible 
for payment of accumulated sick leave. Payment for accumulated 
sick leave for such employee shall be as follows: An employee 
who has worked for the DEER PARK UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT for 
a period of up to ten (10) years shall be compensated for thirty 
(30%) percent of the accumulated sick leave. An employee who 
has worked for the DEER PARK UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT for a 
period of more than ten (10) but less than twenty (20) years 
shall be compensated for forty (40%) percent of the accumulated 
sick leave. An employee who has worked for the DEER PARK UNION 
FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT for a period of more than twenty (20) years 
shall be compensated for fifty (50%) percent of the accumulated 
sick leave. 
Section 3c — An employee hired after June 30, 1993 shall 
provide notification as in 3(b) above; but, any such employee 
may only be compensated for 30% of his/her accumulated sick days 
upon retirement. 
Section 4a -- If an employee retires with an effective date 
prior to December 31st, payment of accumulated sick leave shall 
be calculated by pro—rating the employee's salary over the last 
12 months. If the effective date is between December 31st and 
June 30th, the employee's current rate of pay shall be used. 
Section 4b — Sick days accumulated after June 30, 1993 shall be 
valued at the rate in effect when the days were earned. There 
shall be no change in payment for days accumulated prior to July 
1, 1993. 
Section 5 -- Pension contributions shall be made on payment of 
accumulated sick leave only to the extent required by law. 
Section 6 — Differential Pay 
Employees with less than two (2) years of continuous service 
will not be given consideration beyond accumulated sick leave 
days. Employees with two (2) years of continuous service will 
receive the following consideration for extended sick leave: 
Starting with the sixth consecutive day of sick leave, and after 
all accumulations have been used, the employee will be 
reimbursed for each day of sick leave used in an amount equal to 
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the difference between his daily rate of pay established for a 
substitute in his area, whether or not a substitute is hired. 
The total extended sick leave will not exceed one school year in 
any two-year period. The C.S.E.A. Unit President or his 
designee and the applicant shall be given the opportunity to 
meet with the Board of Education prior to the Board's decision 
on the application for extended sick leave. 
ARTICLE VIII 
DEATH IN FAMILY 
Section 1 — In the case of death in the immediate family, for 
each occurrence, a maximum of five (5) days leave will be 
granted. "Immediate Family" is defined as: husband, wife, son, 
daughter, sister, brother, mother, father, grandson, 
granddaughter and person in loco parentis.!? 
Section 2 — In the case of death of a more distant relative, 
for each occurrence, a maximum of three (3) days will be 
granted. "More distant relative" is defined as mother—in—law, 
father—in—law, grandmother, grandfather, brother—in—law or 
sister—in—law. 
Section 3 -- The Superintendent shall have discretionary 
authority to grant additional time off in unusual circumstances. 
ARTICLE IX 
PENSION PLAN 
Section 1 — For the contract years, beginning July 1, 1975 the 
District will continue the pension plan commonly called the 25 
Year Career Retirement Program or the 1/50 Program. 
Section 2 — With respect to Article IX, Section 1, of the 
contract, the (25 Year Career Retirement Program) benefit shall 
include the Guaranteed Ordinary death benefit. 
Section 3 — Should legislation be passed giving ten month 
employees a full year pension credit, the District agrees to 
implement such legislation without further negotiation, provided 
however that to do so would create no additional financial 
burden to the District. 
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Section 4 — The District agrees to let affected employees buy 
back military time in accordance with law, for gaining 
additional pension credit, provided however that to do so would 
create no additional financial burden to the District. 
Section 5 — Effective February 28, 1990 employees on Tier 1 and 
Tier 2 shall be enrolled in Pension Plan 75i. 
ARTICLE X 
C.S.E.A. 
Section 1 -- A collective total of eight (8) days for attendance 
of C.S.E.A. sponsored conferences or conventions, will be 
granted to the Unit President of the Deer Park Unit, or his 
designate(s) in each year of this agreement. The Unit President 
or his designee, as the case may be, shall notify his 
appropriate superior in advance of taking such time, and will 
let him know where he is going to be. 
Section 2 -- A total of fourteen (14) days for each year of this 
contract will be granted to the Unit President when he deems it 
necessary to handle contract problems. He shall notify his 
appropriate superior when he takes such time off to handle 
contract problems pursuant to this provision. If it is 
necessary to leave the District to conduct C.S.E.A. business, 
the Unit President shall notify the appropriate superior in 
advance, and of where he is going to be. 
Section 3 -- The Unit President of the C.S.E.A. shall receive 
release time for the conduct of C.S.E.A. business providing a 
work day of approximately 2 hours. 
Section 4 — The Unit President shall provide the Superintendent 
of Schools in writing of where his inter—office mail shall be 
sent, be it his/her office or building assignment. 
Section 5 -- The Unit President of C.S.E.A. shall be an active 
member of the District Health and Safety Committee, and shall 
attend all meetings as scheduled. The Unit President may send 
his designee to such meetings if he/she is on an approved leave. 
Section 6 -- Vacancies — Notices shall be given to the Unit 
President of all vacancies that exist or develop within the 
negotiation unit. 
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Section 7 -- Vacancies shall be posted for a period of not less 
than five (5) working days, except for emergencies. 
Section 8 -- Before hiring a new employee, any current employee 
shall be entitled to consideration for any position in the 
District for which he or she may be qualified. Employees 
applying for new positions must do so in writing to the 
Personnel Office. The Personnel Office will issue a written 
receipt to the applicant. 
Section 9 -- C.S.E.A. may use school duplicating machinery 
facilities as long as use is reasonable and does not interfere 
with District use and provided that C.S.E.A. provides its own 
paper. 
Section 10 -- District shall print in booklet form a copy of the 
collective negotiations agreement for each unit employee. Unit 
President to distribute same. The contract will be made 
available for each unit employee within 120 days after the 
contract has been ratified by the parties. 
Section 11 -- The C.S.E.A. Unit will be entitled to an Agency 
Fee deducted for all non—C.S.E.A. members within the Collective 
Bargaining Unit upon the following conditions: 
(a) Part—time employees shall be subject to an Agency Fee upon 
the completion of six months employment with the School 
District. 
(b) Full—time employees shall be subject to an Agency Fee upon 
the completion of six months employment with the School 
District. 
ARTICLE XI 
TENURE 
Section 1 — Tenure shall be granted to annual salaried 
full—time employees following completion of one year of service. 
Section 2 -- This provision will have no bearing upon those 
employees who are eligible for tenure under the provisions of 
the Civil Service Law of New York State and Suffolk County. 
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ARTICLE XII 
OVERTIME 
Section 1 -- Employees shall work overtime when requested and 
will be reimbursed at the rate of one-and-one-half times their 
normal hourly rate. 
Section 2 — Overtime will be assigned within title and within 
building to readily available full-time personnel. The 
supervising manager will not be expected to make efforts beyond 
"on the spot" solicitation. 
ARTICLE XIII 
CLERICAL AND NURSE EMPLOYEES — 
PRIOR EXPERIENCE 
Prior experience service may be credited at the sole discretion 
of the Board of Education, only at the time of hiring. No such 
credit shall be granted after the date of hire. 
ARTICLE XIV 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Section 1 — Personnel Files 
Upon request of any employee covered by this contract such 
employee shall be permitted to examine his personnel file after 
working hours, and upon reasonable notice. No material shall be 
placed in an employee's personnel file unless that employee has 
had an opportunity to read the material. The employee shall 
acknowledge that he has read such material by affixing his 
signature to the actual copy to be filed with the understanding 
that such signature signified that he has read the material to 
be filed and does not necessarily indicate agreement with its 
contents. The employee shall have the right to answer any 
materials filed, within twenty working days, and his answer 
shall be attached to the file copy. The provisions of this 
Section shall not apply to confidential communications, such as 
letters of reference, etc. 
Section 2 -- Leave of Absence 
An employee may request a leave of absence without pay up to 
one (1) year for personal reasons. The decision to grant such 
leave shall be in the sole discretion of the Board and shall not 
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be the subject of a grievance. When a leave of absence is 
granted, all benefits to which the employee was entitled at the 
time of his leave of absence, including unused accumulated sick 
leave, shall be restored to him upon his return. The employee 
granted an Extended Leave of Absence shall not accumulate any 
days or any other benefits during his absence. Upon•return from 
such leave, the employee shall be placed on a step he had 
achieved at the beginning of his leave of absence. If such 
leave is before January 1st, he shall be placed on the next 
step. After a leave of absence, the employee shall be 
assigned to a similar position which he held at the time said 
leave commenced. 
Section 3 -- Employees who are required to wear personal 
protective equipment, shall do so, and shall be supplied with 
such equipment at the expense of the District. Employees may be 
required to attend health and safety meetings, and will be paid 
overtime, if required. Employees who are issued uniforms and/or 
identification tags shall be required to wear same. Choice of 
District uniforms shall be made only after consultation with 
CSEA; however, the District reserves the right of final decision 
regarding such choice. 
Section 4 -- Any employee who has been specifically requested by 
the School District to use his personal vehicle for authorized 
District purposes during working hours, shall be reimbursed for 
such personal vehicular use at the rate set by the Board of 
Education every year. 
Section 5 — All custodial personnel will be required, 
consistent with law, to perform the following duties: painting 
without restriction, window glazing, as determined by the Head 
or Chief Custodian, policing of grounds, and other duties as may 
be routinely assigned by the Superintendent of Buildings and 
Grounds, the building Head or Chief Custodian. 
Section 6 — First aid kits shall be placed in every school and 
shall be made accessible to members of the C.S.E.A. Unit. 
Section 7 -- The Head Custodians, Chief Custodians, switchboard 
operator and school bus dispatcher, shall have access to the 
answering service provided by the School District for the 
purpose of reporting absences. 
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Section 8 — Effective July 1, 1986, any Buildings and Grounds 
vacancy created on or after that date shall either be filled by 
the Board of Education with a regular employee, if one is 
available, within thirty (30) days of the vacancy, or the 
position shall be abolished. 
Section 9 — Employees out on workers compensation shall not 
accumulate benefits under this contract. The District will pay 
required health insurance premiums for up to one year while an 
employee is out on workers compensation. The Board of 
Education, in its sole discretion, may extend this for an 
additional year. 
Section 10 — The District may select up to three (3) employees 
to perform asbestos abatement activities which are of an 
emergency nature, or which involve minor repairs/maintenance. 
Those selected will undergo necessary training at District 
expense, and will receive a $1,000.00 stipend per year. The 
District will first look to maintenance employees to perform 
this function. If a sufficient number of maintenance employees 
do not agree to perform this function, the District has the 
option of either requesting other than maintenance employees to 
perform it, or directing that maintenance employees perform it. 
ARTICLE XV 
GRIEVANCES 
Section 1 -- Definitions 
a) The term "grievance" shall mean any dispute between the 
parties hereto with respect to the meaning or interpretation of 
any provision of this agreement. 
b) "Day" shall mean work day. 
Section 2 — Exclusion of Certain Matters: 
The provisions of Article XVIII, Article XIV, Section 2 and 
Article XIX shall be and are excluded from the provisions of 
this Article XV. 
Section 3 — Procedure to be Followed: 
1st Stage 
(a) The C.S.E.A. Unit President or his designee or the 
aggrieved employee shall present a grievance to the 
appropriate supervisor or department head in writing, 
within seven (7) days after the grievance occurs, 
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specifying the grievance and requesting a conference 
to discuss the grievance. An aggrieved employee shall 
furnish a copy of the grievance to the unit president 
at the time it is filed with the District. 
(b) The supervisor or department head shall discuss the 
grievance with the C.S.E.A. President or his designee 
and shall make such investigation as he deems 
appropriate. 
(c) Within seven (7) days after presentation of the 
grievance to the supervisor, or department head, said 
supervisor, or department head shall make his decision 
and communicate the same in writing to the 
Superintendent, and to the C.S.E.A. President or his 
designee. 
2nd Stage 
If the grievance is not resolved by the supervisor or 
department head on the basis of the 1st stage, the 
Superintendent shall receive all records and reports 
relative to the grievance. The employee may then choose 
one of the following alternatives. 
(a) The employee may request of the Superintendent, or 
designee, a review of the determination made by the 
supervisor or department head, made in the 1st Stage 
in this procedure. Said request for review by the 
Superintendent shall be submitted, in writing, within 
five (5) days after the date of communication of the 
said determination in the 1st Stage of this procedure. 
The Superintendent, or designee, will review the 
decision in the 1st Stage of this procedure, and make 
a determination within ten (10) days of the receipt of 
the request for a review. The C.S.E.A. has the right 
to present to the Superintendent, or designee, in 
writing, within five (5) days after the date of the 
communication of the determination in 1st Stage of 
this procedure, a brief, outlining its views on the 
grievance. 
(b) The employee and/or his representative may request in 
writing, a hearing with the Superintendent, or 
designee, to review the determination made in the 1st 
Stage of this procedure. Said request must be 
submitted to the Superintendent, or designee, within 
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five (5) days after the date of the communication of 
the determination made in the 1st Stage of this 
procedure. The office of the Superintendent, or 
designee, shall set a date for said hearing within 
five (5) days of the receipt of the request and shall 
notify the appropriate individuals and the C.S.E.A. of 
this date. The hearing shall take place within ten 
(10) days of the receipt of this request. The 
Superintendent, or designee, shall submit to the 
employee and/or his representative his findings upon 
such review within eighteen (18) days after the 
conclusion of said hearings. The C.S.E.A. has the 
right at the hearing to present orally or in writing a 
brief giving its views on the grievance. 
3rd Stage (Advisory Arbitration) 
(a) Either party to this agreement may appeal from 
the determination of the Superintendent after the 
completion of the 1st Stage and the 2nd Stage, as 
outlined under this procedure, upon written notice 
within five 5) days after the date of the 
communication of the determination by the 
Superintendent. Such appeal may be taken to an 
impartial arbitrator, selected pursuant to the 
Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the American 
Arbitration Association. The cost of any such 
Arbitration shall be borne equally by the Board and 
the C.S.E.A. A demand for arbitration must be filed 
within 60 calendar days of the denial of a second 
stage grievance. 
(b) The award of such Arbitrator shall not be final or 
binding but shall be advisory in nature only and shall 
include a statement of the Arbitrator's findings of 
fact, conclusion and recommendations. 
(c) The Board has the legal responsibility to make a 
determination in these cases. However, the Board 
pledges to give careful consideration to the 
recommendations of the Arbitrator in exercising this 
responsibility. Action by the Board will be taken 
within thirty (30)days after receipt of the 
Arbitrator's report and recommendation. 
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(d) The employee instituting a grievance shall have the 
right at all stages to proceed personally, or through 
the C.S.E.A. representative, or any other representa-
tive of his own choice. If the employee should not 
designate the C.S.E.A. to represent him, the C.S.E.A. 
shall have the right to be present at all stages of 
the procedure herein set forth. 
ARTICLE XVI 
CONFORMITY WITH SECTION 204-a 
OF THE TAYLOR LAW 
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of 
this Agreement requiring legislative action to permit its 
implementation by amendment of law or by providing the 
additional funds therefore, shall not become effective until the 
appropriate legislative body has given approval. 
ARTICLE XVII 
COLLECTIVE NEGOTIATIONS 
Section 1 -- It is expressly understood and agreed that all 
negotiable subjects have been discussed during the negotiations 
leading to this agreement and negotiations will not be re—opened 
on any matter whether contained herein or not during the term of 
this agreement. 
ARTICLE XVIII 
THE BOARD 
It is expressly understood and agreed that the Board, except 
as to those matters herein provided, reserves exclusively to 
itself the right to cancel, amend, change, modify, or revise any 
and all existing rules and policies and/or to institute or adopt 
new rules, regulations, orders and policies on any and all 
matters and subjects. The provisions of Article XVI shall not 
apply to this article. 
ARTICLE XIX 
SENIORITY 
Section 1 -- Full—time Employees 
Within each job classification, seniority shall be followed in 
layoff and recall. In situations where the civil service law 
and rules and regulations do not apply, layoffs will occur based 
upon seniority in title. An employee who is laid off may 
retreat to a previously held full time position in the School 
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District, and may bump the least senior employee in such 
classification provided that the retreating employee has greater 
seniority based upon full time employment within the School 
District. 
Section 2 -- The representatives of the District shall meet 
periodically with representatives of C.S.E.A. to clarify 
existing seniority list. 
ARTICLE XX 
PART-TIME BUS DRIVERS 
Section 1 -- The District shall have the right to hire and 
assign part—time bus drivers for any and all bus shifts and 
operations. 
Section 2 — Part—time bus drivers with up to one year of 
service shall be entitled to four days pro—rated of paid leave 
(personal, sick, etc.). Part—time bus drivers with more than one 
year of service shall be entitled to five such days. Employees 
who do not use the above leave days, shall be entitled to 
reimbursement therefor at the end of fiscal year. Leave days 
shall not be used to extend weekends or holidays unless a 
doctor's note is submitted. Employees may carry over leave days, 
but an employee may not have more than 10 days of leave days 
accumulated for a year. The use of more than five consecutive 
leave days may only be taken with the prior approval of the 
Transportation Supervisor. 
Section 3 — Seven (7) holidays (selected by the District) will 
be granted to part—time employees. 
Section 4a -- Part—time bus drivers will be entitled to five (5) 
paid bereavement days for a death in the immediate family. 
"Immediate Family" is defined as husband, wife, son, daughter, 
sister, brother, mother, father, grandson, or granddaughter. 
Section 4b - In the case of death of a more distant relative, 
three (3) paid bereavement days will be granted. "More Distant 
Relative" is defined as mother-in-law, father-in-law, 
grandmother, grandfather, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law. 
Section 5 -- If a part—time bus driver does not receive 
notification that schools are closed due to a snow day, and the 
employee reports for work, he/she shall be paid for 2 1/2 hours. 
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If a run is cancelled, and the employee does not receive timely 
notification thereof, and reports for work, he/she shall receive 
2 1/2 hours pay. 
Section 6 -- Morning part—time bus drivers shall report for work 
a minimum of 15 minutes prior to departure time for safety 
checks, warming—up bus, or other related duties. 
Section 7 -- Expense money for trips will be provided to the bus 
drivers prior to departure. 
Section 8 — The District shall not cut a bus driver's run 
arbitrarily and capriciously and without justification. Prior 
to cutting a run, the District shall confer with the C.S.E.A. 
Unit President or his designee. 
Section 9 
a. All A.M. and P.M. runs shall be for not less than 
2-1/2 hours. 
b.l For employees hired before July 1, 1995, all 
midday runs shall be for not less than two hours. 
b.2 For employees hired after June 30, 1995, all 
midday runs shall be for not less than one hour. 
c. All late runs shall be for not less than 2 hours 
unless they are contiguous with a P.M. run. 
Section 10 — Part-time bus drivers shall not be entitled to 
Extra Curricular Activity (ECA) work until they have been 
employed for 60 calendar days, unless other drivers are not 
readily available. 
The District has the right to split all ECA work. Failure of a 
driver to appear for ECA work will result in removal from the 
list for 10 workdays; a second failure will result in removal 
for 20 workdays; a third failure will result in the driver being 
removed from all extra work lists. Any driver wishing to do ECA 
work must have worked a full shift the prior day, Mondays 
excepted. The District may assign non-route jobs or non-ECA 
work without posting, i.e. gas dispenser, office lock-up, etc. 
A leave of absence shall not be granted to drivers for the 
purpose of pursuing other employment. 
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Section 11 — Compensation 
a. Effective July 1, 2009 - The hourly rate for part-time 
transportation employees shall be $21.51 per hour. 
b. Effective July 1, 2010 - The hourly rate for part-time 
transportation employees shall be $22.15 per hour. 
c. Effective July 1, 2011 - The hourly rate for part-time 
transportation employees shall be $22.82 per hour. 
d. Effective July 1, 2012 - The hourly rate for part-time 
transportation employees shall be $23.50 per hour. 
e. New hires shall be paid $2 per hour less than scale; 
after one year of employment they shall be paid $1 per 
hour less than scale; after two years of employment, 
they shall be paid at scale. 
Section 12 -- Part-time bus drivers who receive extra driving 
will be compensated at their regular hourly wage with overtime 
at time-and-one-half as required by law. In addition, they 
shall receive time-and-one-half for extra driving required to be 
performed on weekends and holidays. 
Section 13 -- Seniority 
Seniority shall apply to layoff and recall of part-time bus 
drivers. Full time bus drivers shall be assigned duties before 
part-time drivers select runs. Also, the School District will 
follow seniority with respect to summer employment for part-time 
drivers. Part-time bus drivers shall be called back at the 
reopening of the school year in accordance with seniority. 
Overtime will be rotated among employees. Seniority shall not 
apply to promotions. 
At the beginning of the school year, bus routes shall be 
selected on the basis of seniority, all things being equal in 
the judgment of the Superintendent of Schools. Bus drivers who 
are unable to be present at the run picks at the beginning of 
the year may designate another person to pick a run for them. 
During the school year, reassignments shall be made on the basis 
of inverse seniority, all things being equal in the judgment of 
the Superintendent of Schools. The judgment of the 
Superintendent shall not be exercised in an arbitrary manner. 
No reassignments of runs shall result in loss of hours. In the 
event a bus run becomes vacant during the course of the school 
year, such run shall be open to bidding among those employees 
with less seniority than the driver who vacated such run. The 
first vacancy occurring as a result of this procedure shall be 
filled by the driver bidding with the most seniority. Any 
further vacancies resulting from this procedure shall be filled 
at the sole discretion of the School District. A run created 
after the start of the school year shall be open to bidding by 
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seniority. Any vacancies created as a result of this procedure 
shall be filled at the sole discretion of the School District. 
Section 14 — The District shall have the right to hire 
part-time bus drivers. Seniority for part-time bus drivers 
shall be determined from the first day that such employee works 
within the title. In cases of equal seniority, the person with 
the earlier date of appointment shall be considered senior. In 
the event employees were appointed on the same day, the 
District shall decide the question of seniority. Seniority 
shall prevail for the purpose of picking summer runs. 
Section 15 — Bus drivers who have had their CDL revoked or 
suspended, or who have failed to fulfill New York State 19A 
certification requirements, shall not be permitted to drive a 
school bus or be employed as a part-time bus driver. Drivers 
will have one year to comply with the 19A Certification 
requirements. Drivers that comply with requirements within the 
one year will be able to return back to work with no loss in 
seniority. The District will hold the driver's picked run open, 
for a period of ninety working days. Drivers, who are unable to 
comply with the requirements prior to picking a run, will be 
permitted to pick. The District will hold this run open for this 
driver for a period of ninety working days. 
Section 16 -- Part-time employees shall be subject to an Agency 
Fee upon the completion of six months employment with the School 
District. 
Section 17 -- Overtime for bus drivers shall be rotated among 
bus drivers, except those bus drivers assigned to Pre-
Kindergarten runs as long as Pre-Kindergarten remains a 
half-day program. Four rotational lists shall be maintained --
one for A.M., one for P.M., one for weekend, and one for two 
hours or less. ECA work shall be posted except for short-notice 
work. Pre-Kindergarten ECA work shall first be offered to Pre-
Kindergarten drivers. Every effort shall be made to assure that 
this does not result in an unequal amount of overtime work. 
Overtime distribution shall be reviewed monthly. 
Section 18 — When hiring full-time and/or twelve month bus 
drivers currently employed part-time bus drivers will be given 
first consideration. In such cases, all other things being 
equal, seniority shall prevail. 
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Section 19 — Bus drivers on overnight trips shall be guaranteed 
eight hours each day. Bus drivers of different genders will be 
assigned separate rooms. 
Section 20 -- Based upon driver's accident and/or traffic 
violation record, the District reserves the right to require 
additional safety courses at the driver's expense. Failure to 
comply with the District's request, within a reasonable amount 
of time, may lead to summary suspension without pay until 
satisfactory compliance. The District will make the 
arrangements for the safety course if the driver is unable to 
locate a safety course that is open. 
The following criteria will be used to determine the need 
for a safety course that is open: 
Six or more points (violations of the Vehicle and 
raffic Law) on the driver's license. 
Any accident that occurs while operating a Deer Park 
chool District bus and the N.Y.S. Department of Motor 
vehicles determines the accident is "chargeable." 
Two or more accidents that occur within eighteen 
months, while operating a motor vehicle other than a 
Deer Park School District bus. 
Prior to being required to take a safety course the 
driver will be given the opportunity to appeal the 
determination of the Dept. of Motor Vehicles. 
Section 21 - All part time bus drivers with ten years continuous 
employment by the Deer Park School District shall receive a 
longevity payment of $300.00; part time bus drivers with fifteen 
years of continuous service shall receive an additional $300.00; 
part time bus drivers with twenty years of continuous service 
shall receive an additional $250.00. 
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ARTICLE XXI 
DURATION 
Section 1 -- The provisions of this agreement shall be effective 
July 1, 2009, and shall continue in full force and effect until 
June 30, 2013. 
President 
Board of Education 
Deer-Park Schools 
Pre$i"&len» 
DeeiNPark Urfit 
S u f f o l k E d u c a t i o n a l Loca l 
C .S .E .A. #870 
C. S<^<A. R e p ^ s e r 
'^ue.^0 na < 
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Earning Schedule: 07/01/09- 06/30/10 
StepA-«XCUS B-CF.CUS BL-HSCF 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
$52,151 
$53,676 
$54,663 
$55,651 
$56,643 
$57,630 
$58,612 
$58,612 
$60,594 
$61,535 
$55,185 
$56,714 
$57,700 
$58,689 
$59,683 
$60,667 
$61,654 
$61,654 
$63,631 
$64,653 
$61,551 
$63,079 
$64,055 
$65,055 
$66,049 
$67,032 
$68,019 
$68,019 
$69,997 
$71,019 
B2-MSCF 
$58,368 
$59,897 
$60,882 
$61,872 
$62,866 
$63,850 
$64,836 
$64,836 
$66,814 
$67,836 
OGRDIVB\ Dl-HDGD 
$42,222 
$43,747 
$44,734 
$45,722 
$46,716 
$47,698 
$48,683 
$48,683 
$50,668 
$51,441 
$58,331 
$59,856 
$60,843 
$61,831 
$62,823 
$63,810 
$64,792 
$64,792 
$66,805 
$67,715 
Step l-CLERK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
$35,099 
$36,128 
$37,615 
$38,600 
$39,590 
$40,581 
$41,564 
$41,564 
$43,545 
$44,156 
StepT-NETSP 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
$54,327 
$55,313 
$56,304 
$57,296 
$58,278 
$59,268 
$60,257 
$60,257 
$62,233 
$63,733 
J-dCTVP 
$36,435 
$37,963 
$38,961 
$39,949 
$40,934 
$41,926 
$42,916 
$42,916 
$44,896 
$45,494 
K-STENO L-10TYP 
$38,542 
$40,066 
$41,055 
$42,045 
$43,031 
$44,021 
$45,009 
$45,009 
$46,983 
$47,645 
$30,364 
$31,640 
$32,466 
$33,290 
$34,113 
$34,940 
$35,761 
$35,761 
$37,410 
$37,910 
12-N.SP2 TT-CATA TTT-TEC 
$55,563 
$56,549 
$57,540 
$58,532 
$59,514 
$60,504 
$61,493 
$61,493 
$63,469 
$65,006 
$50,547 
$52,063 
$53,139 
$54,212 
$55,286 
$56,361 
$57,435 
$57,435 
$59,583 
$60,657 
$39,309 
$40,095 
$4Q896 
$41,714 
$42,548 
$43,400 
$44,267 
$44,267 
$45,153 
$46,065 
MAGCCK 
$42,931 
$44,462 
$45,454 
$46,439 
$47,427 
$48,698 
$49,405 
$49,405 
$51,384 
$52,560 
W-COM.OP 
$37,379 
$38,363 
$39,349 
$40,335 
$41,327 
$42,305 
$43,291 
$43,291 
$45,265 
$46,249 
IN/M-A1YI 
$44,271 
$45,801 
$46,794 
$47,780 
$48,766 
$5Q039 
$50746 
$50,746 
$52,722 
$53,901 
E-MAIMT F-CUSTDC G-CUST.N H-CQAID AA-ADMIEE-IWUN3 RR-IN/WN* 
$44,554 $41,699 $42,542 $36,435 $53,603 $46,394 $48,234 
$46,079 $43,225 $44,070 $37,968 $55,048 $47,920 $49,759 
$47,068 $44,213 $45,055 $38961 $56,536 $48,909 $50,748 
$48,057 $45,202 $46,045 $39,949 $58,062 $49,897 $51,737 
$49,044 $46,191 $47,086 $40,934 $59,629 $50,885 $52,726 
$5Q033 $47,179 $48,022 $41,926 $61,240 $51,873 $53,713 
$51,018 $48,169 $49,014 $42,916 $62,893 $52,858 $54,698 
$51,018 $48,169 $49,014 $42,916 $62,893 $52,858 $54,698 
$52,999 $50,147 $50,990 $44,896 $66,335 $54,839 $56,679 
$53,828 $50,914 $51,759 $45,494 $68,125 $55,667 $57,508 
N-SR/HD NN-SRAC O-SECASL P-SECS S-BVE/PF SP-PR/PU XSRCKTY 
$45,161 $45,625 $41,696 $43,422 $50,708 $56,650 $38,497 
$46,185 $46,649 $42,829 $44,707 $51,694 $57,635 $40148 
$47,675 $48138 $43,962 $45,943 $52,686 $58,623 $41,223 
$49,159 $49,622 $45,203 $47,182 $53,673 $59,616 $42,292 
$50,641 $51,106 $46,192 $48,423 $54,659 $60,599 $43,359 
$52,127 $52,592 $47,181 $49,661 $55,649 $61,585 $44,429 
$53,612 $54,113 $48,169 $50,908 $56,640 $62,586 $45,494 
$53,61? $54,113 $48,169 $50,908 $56,640 $62,586 $45,494 
$56,580 $57,043 $50,148 $53,382 $58,615 $64,593 $47,633 
$57,446 $57,913 $50,863 $54,165 $59,606 $65,631 $48,289 
CC_BSPAE-HDBtyl\R-NURSE U-AVJMD V-LEAOER Y-DUP.GP Z-P.SH0P 
$41,094 $44,554 $38,596 $41,699 $54,449 $36,435 $39,649 
$42,121 $46,079 $39,948 $43,225 $55,434 $37,968 $4Q634 
$43,170 $47,068 $41,116 $44,211 $56,426 $38,961 $41,621 
$44,250 $48,057 $42,282 $45,203 $57,414 $39,949 $42,605 
$45,356 $49,044 $43,448 $46,191 $58,400 $40,934 $43,593 
$46,489 $50,033 $44,612 $47,179 $59,391 $41,926 $44,574 
$47,651 $51,018 $45,786 $48,169 $60,378 $42,916 $45,562 
$47,651 $51,018 $45,786 $48,169 $60,378 $42,916 $45,562 
$48,847 $52,999 $48,121 $50,147 $62,389 $44,896 $47,532 
$50,185 $53,828 $48,831 $50,914 $63,409 $45,494 $48,517 
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Earning Schedule: 07/01/10- 06/3O/11 
SteFA-HDlGUS B-CF.GUS BL-HSCF 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
30 
$53,716 
$55,286 
$56,303 
$57,321 
$58,342 
$59,359 
$60,370 
$60,370 
$62,412 
$63,381 
$56,841 
$58,415 
$59,431 
$60,450 
$61,473 
$62,487 
$63,504 
$63,504 
$65,540 
$66,593 
$63,398 
$64,971 
$65,987 
$67,007 
$68,080 
$69,043 
$7Q080 
$70,060 
$72,097 
$73,150 
82-M5CF 
$60,119 
$61,694 
$62,708 
$63,728 
$64,752 
$65,766 
$66,781 
$66,781 
$68,818 
$69,871 
D-GRDNE DL-HDGC 
$43,489 
$45,069 
$46,076 
$47,094 
$48,117 
$49,129 
$50,143 
$50,143 
$52,188 
$52,984 
$60,081 
$61,652 
$62,668 
$63,686 
$64,708 
$65,724 
$66,736 
$66,736 
$68,809 
$69,746 
Stepl-CLERK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
$36,152 
$37,212 
$38,743 
$39,758 
$40,778 
$41,798 
$42,811 
$42,811 
$44,851 
$45,481 
StepT-NETSP 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
io 
$55,957 
$56,972 
$57,993 
$59,015 
$60,026 
$63,045 
$62,065 
$62,065 
$54,100 
$65,645 
J-OCTYP 
$37,528 
$39,107 
$40,130 
$41,147 
$42,162 
$43,184 
$44,203 
$44,203 
$46,243 
$46,859 
T2-N.SP2 
$57,230 
$58,245 
$59,266 
$60,288 
$61,299 
$52,319 
$63,338 
$63,338 
$65,373 
$66,956 
K-STENO 
$39,698 
$41,268 
$42,287 
$43,306 
$44,322 
$45,342 
$46,359 
$46,359 
$48,392 
$49,074 
TT-DATA 
$52,063 
$53,625 
$54,733 
$55,838 
$56,945 
$58,052 
$59,158 
$59,158 
$61,370 
$62,477 
L-iorvp 
$31,275 
$37,589 
$33,440 
$34,289 
$35,136 
$35,988 
$36,834 
$36,834 
$38,532 
$39,047 
TTT-TBC 
$40,488 
$41,298 
$42,123 
$42,965 
$43,824 
$44,702 
$45,595 
$45,595 
$46,508 
$47,437 
M - A 0 C O IWt-ATV 
$44,219 
$45,796 
$46,818 
$47,832 
$48,850 
$50,159 
$50,887 
$50,887 
$52,926 
$54,137 
$45,599 
$47,175 
$48,198 
$49,213 
$50,229 
$51,540 
$52,268 
$52,268 
$54,304 
$55,518 
W-G0M.GP 
$38,500 
$39,514 
$40,529 
$41,545 
$42,567 
$43,574 
$44,590 
$44,590 
$46,623 
$47,636 
F-CUSTCCG-CUST.N 
$42,950 $43,818 
$44,522 $45,392 
$45,539 $46,407 
$46,558 $47,426 
$47,577 $48,447 
$48,594 $49,463 
$49,614 $50,484 
$49,614 $50,484 
$51,651 $52,520 
$52,441 $53,312 
NN-SRACl O-SECASL 
$46,994 $42,947 
$48,048 $44,114 
$49,582 $45,281 
$53,111 $46,559 
$52,639 $47,578 
$54,170 $48,596 
$55,736 $49,614 
$55,736 $49,614 
$58,754 $51,652 
$59,650 $52,389 
I'E-IWVINT 
$45,891 
$47,461 
$48,480 
$49,499 
$50,515 
$51,534 
$52,549 
$52,549 
$54,589 
$55,443 
IN-SR/HD 
$46,516 
$47,571 
$49,105 
$50,634 
$52,160 
$53,691 
$55,220 
$55,220 
$58,277 
$59,169 
OC_DISPA 
$42,327 
$43,385 
$44,465 
$45,578 
$46,717 
$47,884 
$49,0B1 
$49,081 
$50,312 
$51,691 
E-HDBD/h 
$45,891 
$47,461 
$48,480 
$49,499 
$50,515 
$51,534 
$52,549 
$52,549 
$54,589 
$55,443 
R-NURSE 
$39,754 
$41,146 
$42,349 
$43,550 
$44,751 
$45,950 
$47,160 
$47,160 
$49,565 
$50,296 
H-COAID 
$37,528 
$39,107 
$40,130 
$41,147 
$42,162 
$43,184 
$44,203 
$44,203 
$46,243 
$46,859 
P-SECS 
$44,725 
$46,048 
$47,321 
$48^597 
$49,876 
$51,151 
$52,435 
$52,435 
$54,983 
$55,790 
AA-ADMI 
$55,211 
$56,699 
$58,232 
$59,804 
$61,418 
$63,077 
$64,780 
$64,780 
$68,325 
$70,169 
EE-IWMIVG 
$47,786 
$49,358 
$50,376 
$51,394 
$52,412 
$53,429 
$54,444 
$54,444 
$56,484 
$57,337 
RR-fWVIN£ 
$49,681 
$51,252 
$52,270 
$53,289 
$54,308 
$55,324 
$56,339 
$56,339 
$58,379 
$59,233 
X-SRCKTY 
$39,652 
$41,352 
$42,460 
$43,561 
$44,660 
$45,762 
$46,859 
$46,859 
$49,062 
$49,738 
U-AV.AI D V-LEADER 
$42,950 $56,082 
$44,522 $57,097 
$45,537 $58,119 
$46,559 $59,136 
$47,577 $60,152 
$48,594 $61,173 
$49,614 $62,189 
$49,614 $62,189 
$51,651 $64,261 
$52,441 $65,311 
Y-DUP.OP Z-P.SHOP 
$37,528 $40,838 
$39,107 $41,853 
$40,130 $42,870 
$41,147 $43,883 
$42,162 $44,901 
$43,184 $45,911 
$44,203 $46,929 
$44,203 $46,929 
$46,243 $48,958 
$46,859 $49,973 
s-avEypF SP-PR/PU 
<K7 73Q $58,350 
$53,245 $59,364 
$54,267 $60,382 
$55,283 $61,404 
$56,299 $62,417 
$57,318 $63,433 
$58,339 $64,464 
$58,339 $64,464 
$60,373 $66,531 
$61394 $67,600 
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Eamir« Schedule: 07/01/11- 06/30/12 
StepA-mCUS B-CF.OUS Bl-HSCF B2-MSCF D-GFOVE Dl-HDGD 
1 $55,327 $58,546 $65,300 $61,923 $44,794 $61,883 
2 $56,945 $60,167 $66,920 $63,545 $46,411 $63,502 
3 $57,992 $61,214 $67,957 $64,589 $47,458 $64,548 
4 $59,041 $62,264 $69,017 $65,640 $48,507 $65,597 
5 $60,092 $63,317 $70,071 $66,695 $49,561 $65,649 
6 $61,140 $64,362 $71,114 $67,739 $50,603 $67,696 
7 $62,181 $65,409 $72,162 $68,784 $51,647 $68,738 
8 $62,181 $65,409 $72,162 $68,784 $51,647 $68,738 
9 $64,284 $67,506 $74,250 $70,883 $53,754 $70,873 
10 $65,282 $68,591 $75,345 $71,967 $54,574 $71,838 
Stepl-OERK J-CK.TYP K-STENO L-10FYP M-ACCO- IVM-ATM 
1 $37,237 $38,654 $40,889 $32,213 $45,546 $46,957 
2 $38,328 $40,280 $42,506 $33,567 $47,170 $48,590 
3 $39,905 $41,334 $43,556 $34,443 $48,223 $49,644 
4 $40,951 $42,381 $44,605 $35,318 $49,267 $50,689 
5 $42,001 $43,427 $45,652 $36,190 $50,316 $51,736 
6 $43,052 $44,480 $46,702 $37,068 $51,664 $53,086 
7 $44,095 $45,529 $47,750 $37,939 $52,414 $53,836 
8 $44,095 $45,529 $47,750 $37,939 $52,414 $53,836 
9 $46,197 $47,630 $49,844 $39,688 $54,514 $55,933 
10 $46,845 $48,265 $50,546 $40,218 $55,761 $57,184 
StepT-NETSP T2-N.SP2 TT-DATA TTT-TEC W-G0M.GP 
1 $57,636 $58,947 $53,625 $41,703 $39,655 
2 $58,681 $59,992 $55,234 $42,537 $40,699 
3 $59,733 $61,044 $56,375 $43,387 $41,745 
4 $60,785 $62,097 $57,513 $44,254 $42,791 
5 $61,827 $63,138 $58,653 $45,139 $43,844 
6 $62,877 $64,189 $59,794 $46,043 $44,881 
7 $63,927 $65,238 $60,933 $45,963 $45,928 
8 $63,927 $65,238 $60,933 $45,963 $45,928 
9 $66,023 $67,334 $63,211 $47,903 $48,022 
10 $67,614 $68,965 $64,351 $48,860 $49,065 
F-CUSTCCG-CUST.N 
$44,239 $45,133 
$45,858 $46,754 
$46,905 $47,799 
$47,955 $48,849 
$49,004 $49,900 
$50,052 $50,947 
$51,102 $51,999 
$51,102 $51,999 
$53,201 $54,096 
$54,014 $54,911 
NN-SRAC10-SECASL 
$48,404 $44,235 
$49,489 $45,437 
$51,069 $46,639 
$52,644 $47,956 
$54,218 $49,005 
$55,795 $50,054 
$57,408 $51,102 
$57,408 $51,102 
$60,517 $53,202 
$61,440 $53,961 
P-SECS 
$45,067 
$47,429 
$48,741 
$50,055 
$51,372 
$52,686 
$54,008 
$54,008 
$56,632 
$57,464 
$47,268 
$48,885 
$49,934 
$50,984 
$57,080 
$53,080 
$54,125 
$54,125 
$56,227 
$57,106 
N-SR/HD 
$47,911 
$48,998 
$50,578 
$52,153 
$53,725 
$55,302 
$56,877 
$56,877 
$60,025 
$60,944 
ccjasPA 
$43,597 
$44,687 
$45,799 
$46,945 
$48,119 
$49,321 
$50,553 
$50,553 
$51,821 
$53,242 
E-HDBVI\ 
$47,268 
$48,885 
$49,934 
$50,984 
$52,030 
$53,080 
$54,125 
$54,125 
$56,227 
$57,106 
R-NURSE 
$40,947 
$42,380 
$43,619 
$44,857 
$46,094 
$47,329 
$48,575 
$48,575 
$51,052 
$51,805 
H-CEXAID 
$38,654 
$40,280 
$41,334 
$42,381 
$43,427 
$44,480 
$45,529 
$45,529 
$47,630 
$48,265 
AA-ADMI 
$56,867 
$58,400 
$59,979 
$61,598 
$63,261 
$64,969 
$66,723 
$65,723 
$70,375 
$72,274 
S-HVE/PF 
$53,796 
$54,842 
$55,895 
$56,941 
$57,988 
$59,038 
$60,089 
$60,089 
$62,184 
$63,236 
EE-IWMM3 
$49,220 
$50,839 
$51,887 
$52,936 
$53,984 
$55,032 
$56,077 
$56,077 
$58,179 
$59,057 
SP-PF/PU 
$60,101 
$61,145 
$62,193 
$63,246 
$64,290 
$65,336 
$66,398 
$66,398 
$68,527 
$69,628 
RR-MAIIV* 
$51171 
$52,790 
$53,838 
$54,888 
$55,937 
$56,984 
$58,029 
$58,029 
$60,130 
$61,010 
X-SRCK1Y 
$40,842 
$42,593 
$43,734 
$44,868 
$46,000 
$47,135 
$48,265 
$48,265 
$50,534 
$51,230 
U-AV.AID V-LEADER 
$44,239 $57,764 
$45,858 $58,810 
$46,908 $59,863 
$47,956 $60,910 
$49,004 $61957 
$50,052 $63,008 
$51,102 $64,055 
$51102 $64,055 
$53,201 $66,189 
$54,014 $67,270 
Y-DUP.GF Z-P.SH0P 
$38,654 
$40,280 
$41334 
$42,381 
$43,427 
$44,480 
$45,529 
$45,529 
$47,630 
$48,265 
$42,063 
$43,109 
$44,156 
$45,199 
$46,243 
$47,288 
$48,337 
$48,337 
$5a427 
$51472 
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Earning Schedule: 07/01/12- €6/30/33 
Step A-WLCU5 B-CF.CUS OL-HSGF B2-MSGF D45RDNE QL-K>GC 
1 $56,987 $60,302 $67,259 $63,781 $46,138 $63,739 
2 $58,653 $61,972 $68,928 $65,451 $47,803 $65,407 
3 $59,732 $63,060 $70,006 $66,527 $43,882 $66,484 
4 $60,812 $64,132 $73,088 $67,609 $49,962 $67,565 
5 $61,895 $65,217 $72,173 $68,696 $51,048 $68,648 
6 $62,974 $66,293 $73,247 $69,771 $52,121 $69,727 
7 $64,046 $67,371 $74,327 $70,848 $53,136 $70,800 
8 $64,046 $67,371 $74,327 $70,848 $53,196 $70,800 
9 $66,213 $69,531 $76,488 $73,009 $55,367 $72,999 
lO S67,240 $70,649 $77,606 $74,126 $56,211 $73,993 
Stepl-CLERK J-OCIYP K-STENO L-JOTYP M-ACC<* IVlVkATY 
1 $38,354 $39,814 $42,116 $33,179 $46,912 $48,376 
2 $39,478 $41,488 $43,781 $34,574 $48,585 $50,048 
3 $41,102 $42,574 $44,863 $35,476 $49,670 $51,133 
4 $42,180 $43,652 $45,943 $36,378 $50,745 $52,210 
5 $43,261 $44,730 $47,022 $37,276 $51,825 $53,288 
6 $44,344 $45,814 $48,103 $38,180 $53,214 $54,679 
7 $45,418 $46,895 $49,183 $39,077 $53,986 $55,451 
8 $45,418 $46,895 $49,183 $39,077 $53,986 $55,451 
9 $47,583 $49,059 $51,339 $40,879 $56,149 $57,611 
lO $48,250 $49,733 $52,062 $43,425 $57,434 $58,900 
StepT-NETSP T2-N.SP2 TT-DATA TTT-TEC W40VLGP 
1 $59,365 $60,715 $55,234 $42,954 $40,845 
2 $60,441 $61,792 $56,891 $43,813 $43,920 
3 $63,525 $62,875 $58,066 $44,689 $42,997 
4 $62,609 $63,960 $59,238 $45,582 $44,075 
5 $63,682 $65,032 $60,413 $46,493 $45,159 
6 $64,763 $66,315 $63,583 $47,424 $46,227 
7 $65,845 $67,395 $62,761 $48,372 $47,306 
8 $65,845 $67,135 $62,761 $48,372 $47,306 
9 $68,004 $69,354 $65,307 $49,340 $49,463 
ID $69,642 $73,034 $66,282 $50,326 $5Q537 
>E-IWUNT 
$48,686 
$ 5 0 3 5 2 
$51,432 
$52,514 
$53,591 
$54,672 
$55,749 
$55,749 
$57,914 
$58,819 
N-SR/HD 
$49,348 
$ 5 0 4 6 8 
$52,095 
$53,718 
$55,337 
$56,961 
$58,583 
$58,583 
$61,826 
$62,772 
F-CUSTOC G-CUST.N H-CDLAID AA-ADMH EE-MAIINE RR-IWUN4 
$45,566 
$47,234 
$48,312 
$49,394 
$50,474 
$53,554 
$52,635 
$52,635 
$54,797 
$55,634 
$46,487 
$48,157 
$49,233 
$ 5 0 3 1 4 
$53,397 
$52,475 
$53,559 
$53,559 
$55,739 
$56,558 
$39,814 
$41,488 
$42,574 
$43,652 
$44,730 
$45,814 
$46,895 
$46,895 
$49,059 
$49,713 
MM-SRAC! O-SECASL P-SECS 
$49,856 
$50,974 
$52,601 
$54,223 
$55,845 
$57,469 
$59,330 
$59,130 
$62,333 
$63,283 
$45,562 
$46,800 
$48,038 
$49,395 
$ 5 0 4 7 5 
$53,556 
$52,635 
$52,635 
$54,798 
$55,580 
OCjaSPA E-tOGCVfo R-IMURSE 
$44,905 
$46,028 
$47,173 
$48,353 
$49,563 
$50,801 
$52,070 
$52,070 
$53,376 
$54,839 
$48,686 
$ 5 0 3 5 2 
$51,432 
$52,514 
$53,591 
$54,672 
$55,749 
$55,749 
$57,914 
$58,819 
$42,175 
$43,651 
$44,928 
$46,208 
$47,477 
$48,749 
$ 5 0 0 3 2 
$ 5 0 0 3 2 
$52,584 
$53,359 
$47,449 
$48,852 
$50,203 
$51,557 
$52,913 
$54,267 
$55,628 
$55,628 
$58,331 
$59,188 
$58 ,573 
$ 6 0 1 5 2 
$ 6 X 7 7 8 
$63,446 
$65,159 
$66 ,918 
$68,725 
$68,725 
$72 ,486 
$74 ,442 
$ 5 0 6 9 7 
$52 ,364 
$53,444 
$54,524 
$55,604 
$56,683 
$57,759 
$57,759 
$59,924 
$60,829 
$52 ,706 
$54 ,374 
$55,453 
$56,535 
$57,635 
$58 ,694 
$59 ,770 
$59 ,770 
$63 ,934 
$62,840 
S-E«VE/PF SP-PR/PU X-SROCTY 
$55,43D 
$56,487 
$57 ,572 
$58,649 
$59,728 
$ 6 0 8 0 9 
$63,892 
$63,892 
$64 ,050 
$65,133 
$63,904 
$62,979 
$64,059 
$65,143 
$66,219 
$67,296 
$68,390 
$68,390 
$70,583 
$71,717 
$42 ,057 
$43 ,871 
$45,046 
$46 ,214 
$47 ,380 
$48,549 
$49 ,733 
$49 ,713 
$ 5 2 0 5 0 
$ 5 2 7 6 7 
U-AV.AID V-LEADER Y-OUP.OP Z-P.SHC3P 
$45,566 
$47,234 
$ 4 a 3 1 0 
$49,395 
$ 5 0 4 7 4 
$53,554 
$52,635 
$52,635 
$54,797 
$55,634 
$59,497 
$ 6 0 5 7 4 
$61,659 
$62,737 
$63,836 
$64,898 
$65,977 
$65,977 
$68,175 
$69,288 
$39,814 
$43,488 
$42,574 
$43,652 
$44,730 
$45,814 
$46,895 
$46,895 
$49,059 
$49,713 
$43,325 
$44 ,402 
$45 ,481 
$46,555 
$47,635 
$ 4 8 7 0 7 
$49,787 
$49,787 
$51,940 
$53,016 
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NOTES TO APPENDIX "A" 
BUILDINGS, GROUNDS AND TRANSPORTATION 
Item la - Night supervisors will be assigned in each building 
and will be paid $500.00 premium per year in the 
junior and senior high schools, and a $300.00 
premium per year in the elementary schools while so 
assigned. The Head Groundsman will be paid on the 
Groundsman's salary schedule but will be paid an 
additional premium of $500.00 per year. 
Item lb - The Maintenance Helper designated Maintenance Man 
will be paid on the Maintenance Man Schedule, but 
will be paid an additional premium of $500.00 per 
year. 
Item lc - Employees assigned to shifts starting at or after 
3:00 P.M. shall receive a night shift differential 
of $4 00.00 per annum. Effective January 1,1999 the 
night shift differential shall be $650 per annum. 
Item Id - Custodians who are Certified Pool Operators, and are 
assigned by the District as a Certified Pool 
Operator will receive a stipend of $300.00 per year. 
Item 2 - The working year shall be 12 months, 40 hours per 
week, except for 10-month employees whose work year 
shall be 10 months, between September 1 and June 30, 
40 hours per week. 
Item 3 - An employee may be held at his current step on the 
salary schedule for service deemed unsatisfactory. 
Item 4 - Employees appointed prior to January 1st will 
qualify for an increment on the first day of the 
following July. Employees appointed between January 
1st and June 30th will not move to the next step on 
the following July 1st. 
Item 5 - District will make every effort consistent with 
District needs and available personnel for an 
uninterrupted one-hour lunch period for full-time 
bus drivers. 
Item 6 - Head and Chief custodians shall be responsible for 
evaluating staff under them, including substitutes, 
at least once each semester, even if the employee 
has left the District prior to the end of the 
semester. 
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NOTES TO APPENDIX "B" 
CLERICAL AND NURSES 
Item 1 - An employee who is designated in charge of the 
general office of a school building, or department 
(Attendance and Guidance) shall receive an annual 
premium of $300.00. After the first year of such 
service, the annual premium shall be $400.00 for 
those so designated in each elementary building. 
Those so designated after the first year of service 
in secondary buildings or departments (Attendance 
and Guidance) shall receive an annual premium of 
$500.00. Effective June 30, 2012 this benefit will 
terminate. 
Item 2 - The work year for clerical employees is 12 months 
and the work week is 35 hours, 5 days a week. 
Employees on a 10—month schedule will be paid a 
pro—rated portion of the twelve months schedule, 
and the work year shall be between September 1 and 
June 30. 
Item 3 - An employee may be held at his current step on the 
salary schedule for service deemed unsatisfactory. 
Item 4 - Employees appointed prior to January 1st will 
qualify for an increment on the first day of the 
following July. Employees appointed between January 
1st and June 30th will not move to the next step on 
the following July 1st. 
Item 5 - School Nurses who attend conferences at the request 
of or with the permission of the School District 
shall be reimbursed for the reasonable expenses of 
the conferences. 
Item 6 - School nurses shall be required to attend one meeting 
per month of one hour's duration for no additional 
pay. 
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